Whelping Box Extension Area (Classic Box)
Place the right and left extension walls approximately as shown. The side facing the whelping box doorway has a notch at the bottom.

The extension wall does not come with a floor or pad. We recommend using EZwhelp's brown Vi7272 supersize pad under the extension area, as shown in the picture.
Insert the flap of both walls into the side groove of the doorway. The holes should line up.
Fasten the extension wall at top and bottom with screw and white nylon nut.
At the other end (the side away from the whelping box) place the lower door piece between the two flaps. This is the same door piece used with the whelping box when the extension is not attached.
Fasten in 4 places with screws and nylon nuts. For very small puppies, the extension wall can be used at this door height.
To stack the door completely to the top, insert the additional door piece that comes with the extension wall (shown gray in the picture, but actual piece is black).
Fasten upper door piece with screws and nylon nuts.

Assembly is complete.